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sri India  in association with The Economic Times, 
brought forth the importance of Location Analytics  
during The Location Intelligence Summit 2014. Held at E

The Trident Hotel, BKC, Mumbai, the intriguing seminar shed 
light on some amazing insights on how the mere location 
modification of a company’s store or warehouse led to a key 
contributing factor in augmenting the business revenues by 
drastic levels. 

Linda Peters, Global Business Development, Esri Inc 
commenced the summit by stating how every aspect of a 
business—right from consumers to suppliers, offices to 
warehouses—has a location attached to it. “With 
technological advancements, location is now moving 
digitally. Mobile is bringing in the change and making our 
location present in the virtual space. Even to order coffee, I no 
longer have to physically go to the store, I can order online.” 
She said.

Commencing the panel discussion, Bhavit Desai, Global 
Retail, Real Estate, and Logistics Consultant stated the 
importance of technology in location intelligence. 
“Smartphone apps help in garnering customer information, 
information on competitor’s behavior, enriching and 
analysing the data, and eventually, taking action and 
monitoring the action. Location intelligence, thus, goes 
beyond site selection. It helps understand where the customer 
is going, analyse his behavior and further take suitable 
marketing actions.”

The discussion was moderated by Agendra Kumar, President, 
Esri India who started by focusing on the answers which 
location intelligence aims to provide. Milind Deshpande, 
Senior Vice President, Reliance Jio, opined, “Location 
intelligence should be able to answer questions like ‘Will I be 
able to serve my customers better?’ ‘Will I reach my workforce 
earlier?’ ‘Will I be able to direct my staff to reach my customers 
earlier,’ etc.” Peeyush Bajpai, COO- Indicus Analytics, linking 
location to information, added that the single factor which 

Location Intelligence Summit 2014

provides relevancy to location is context. “The minute you 
provide context to data, it becomes information. If you want 
to analyse your brand’s performance, location gives it the 
context. At times, changing the location changes the entire 
perspective—even it is just by a mile or a road,” added Bajpai. 

Kaushik Ghate, Vice President and Head—Analytical 
Marketing, HDFC Bank kept forth a question —How would 
you use and integrate within your system the possibilities of 
location intelligence. “People should realise the importance 
of return on investment when they are spending money on 
location intelligence. Know what location will work for you 
and by what figure will it bring changes to your business,” he 
added. Since markets and consumer preferences evolve daily, 
you should know where you stand in front of your 
competition; what works where and where it fails. Thus 
essential tools to give insights into locations are important. 
You can use this data not just in your research and market 
development, but also in marketing. “If you have location 
insights, you know what location works best and where you 
should invest. Your real-estate costs can come drastically 
down by this insight,” added Kumar. Bajpai mentioned how 
data is now available for every city and block of India. People 
always feel the need to have data in hand to know how their 
brand will perform. Satellite imageries, census, demographic 
insights, etc are all ways to get data about a particular place. 
“Location analytics can even be used in supply chain and 
distribution as one knows where exactly a product will work 
and what time and what kind of manpower will be required to 
drive its distribution in a particular area,” mentioned Desai.

Taking cue from this, Wolfgang Hall, Global Industry 
Manager—Logistics and Supply Chain, Esri Inc mentioned the 
importance of location intelligence in visualisation, analysis 
and opitimisation in risk mapping and planning in supply 
chain management. “Supply chain in any business is driven by 
risk management, which can be tapped by risk mapping. 
Social media can be used to get real time data, in case of any 
calamity. By analyzing location data, you can do proper 
territory analysis and get your sales team to drive tasks 
efficiently.” 

Mapping can also help you with firstly, density analysis, that 
helps you to know which brand has more customers. 
Secondly, it helps analyze the buying behavior of the 
customers by tracking how a customer is behaving in a 
particular store or area. Companies can prevent and mitigate 
risks, allocate adequate resources, monitor and augment 
profits and create effective branding strategies by knowing 
and realising the power of location analytics. With various 
tools and technological advancements now available, it is just 
a matter of time when the power of this intelligence can be 
fully unleashed 
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Managing Hazard with Geospatial Technology
Case study of Delhi

illions of people live in a brewing crucible of 
hazards in the city.  Delhi is located in seismic zone 
IV which has fairly high seismicity. Road accidents, M

fires, industrial gas leakages, bomb blasts, train accidents 
make frequent news headlines. It is prone to floods, heat 
waves, cold waves, nuclear, biological and chemical disaster 
as well. Delhi has grown at a breathtaking speed of a 0.20 
million per year to accommodate 14 million people in 100 
years. Accommodating and housing this annual surge of 
people is an challenging task, especially when one half of 
these can be traced to an exodus from rural areas. Delhi 
attracts large number of migrants. Fleeing deteriorating 
ecological conditions and crushing poverty, most of these 
immigrants to Delhi seek shelter in hastily built huts or 
jhuggies. These homes are unsafe. In Delhi the majority of the 
industries are small in scale. An index to their condition is the 
fact that of the 126,000 such units nearly 97,411 are located 
in the non-conforming zones. This means that 77 percent of 
the industries violate this legal document and occupy 
garages, basements, backyard of shops and houses or small 
sheds in non-industrial areas. Hundreds of these units 
manufacture plastic or rubber using highly inflammable raw 
materials. In most factories, electric wires hang carelessly 
while furnaces, smelters, and machine occupy crowed 
premises with no exhaust for ventilation. Manned by a low 
skilled and niggardly paid labour there is no concept of safety 
in theses cubbyhole industries.  The industries in Delhi use and 
store huge stocks of inflammable raw materials, which are a 

lethal, mix for not just fire but also toxic fumes. The combined 
impact of haphazard growth and anarchic operation of unit 
at every conceivable space in without recourse to safety 
explains the reason why hazard in industries are escalating. 
These are big enough causes to lead to a fire after 
earthquakes.

Emergency situations require a quick and focused response as 
human life and property may be involved. It is recognized now 
that the greater proportion of poor quality housing, 
inadequate planning, monitoring and control in metropolitan 
cities, which become overpopulated, lead to a greater 
number of fires and other urban disasters. Due to the rapid 
increase in population, industrialization, rapid rise in new 
colonies, construction of high rise buildings, the fire risk in the 
cities has been tremendously increasing. With the cities 
growing in size and complexity day by day they need to be 
managed more and more efficiently. Aspects like planning 
and management of fire services should form a part of urban 
management as a whole. To combat such a dangerous and 
widespread challenge, technology can become a powerful 
ally in the fight against fire and can help combat any kind of 
emergency situation. Therefore, an integrated system will be 
required sooner or later.

framework for the country defining roles of different agencies 
addressing the specific needs. Decisions for planning, 
infrastructure development and meeting the needs of citizens 
call for extensive use of remote sensing and GIS-based 
technologies. The GIS data from different agencies like the 
Remote Sensing Centre, the Survey of India and the Forest 
Survey of India, among others, would help a paradigm shift 
from e-governance to g-governance. G-governance leverages 
the GIS information in decision managing system. Most of the 

government departments at the state level, today has 
understood the importance of GIS. Hence, geospatial web 
services in e-governance are being envisaged to bring GIS to 
the mainstream IT. These departments have started 
successfully leveraging the capabilities of GIS for more 
accurate data, robust analysis and visualization tools. With 
this kind of framework coming in place, cross-departmental 
collaboration being improved for planning and high-level 
decision making to be leveraged as a platform as well as a 
service for the benefit of various mission mode projects and 
eGov initiatives

(contnd. from page No. 17)
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FIRE STATION NAME APRIL MAY JUNE

Connaught Circus 86.33333 104.3333 61.66667

SPM Marg 40.33333 54.66667 39.66667

Moti Nagar 50 76.33333 42

Rani Jhansi Road 52 59.33333 42.33333

Safdar Jung 72.66667 66.66667 59.33333

Mathura Road 72.66667 82.33333 57.66667

Shahdara 38.33333 58.33333 32.66667

Roop Nagar 85.33333 149.3333 112.3333

Shanker Road 23.66667 28.66667 24.33333

Laxmi Nagar 34 56 33

Chanakya Puri 73 74 51.66667

Bhikaiji Cama Palace 93.66667 111.3333 59.66667

Nehru Place 126 149 103.3333

Parshad Nagar 45.66667 58.33333 54

Kirti Nagar 20.66667 24 20.33333

Teliwara 9.666667 10.33333 11

Wazir Pur 38.66667 58.33333 34

Darya Ganj 13.66667 19 11.66667

Geeta Colony 62 96.66667 64.33333

Rakab Ganj 25 15.33333 11.33333

Keshav Puram 69 108.6667 80

Naraina 22.66667 24.66667 16

Janak Puri 98.33333 143.6667 92.33333

Okhla 9 11.33333 7.666667

Narela 24.33333 34 20.33333

Jwala Puri 54 70 40.33333

Rastrapati Bhawan 3.333333 1 0

Sector-16 Rohini 46 60 36.66667

Najafgarh 87.66667 93.66667 55.33333

Sector-5 Rohini 97.66667 119.3333 94

Bhorgarh 59.66667 52.66667 27.66667

Bawana 63.66667 65.33333 24.33333

Jahangir Puri 82.66667 108.6667 61

Gokul Pur 52.33333 58.66667 39.66667

Shastri Park 55.33333 59.33333 47.66667

Paschim Vihar 13.33333 21 17

Paiwalan 33.33333 38 30

Okhla-1 39 55.66667 29

Dwarka 50.66667 63.33333 42.66667

Hari Nagar 34 57.33333 39

DSIDC  Bawana 21.33333 24 15.33333

Jwala Heri 6.333333 10 5.666667

Data Collection

The Average data for each month from 2010 to 2013:

FIRE STATION NAME APRIL MAY JUNE

Tikri 10.66667 9.666667 7.666667

Mangol Puri 26 27.66667 18

Tahir Pur 46.66667 46 40.66667

Sarita Vihar 30.66667 37.33333 21.33333

Delhi Secretariat 3.5 5 1.5

CBD Shahdara 25.5 40.5 26

Mayur Palace 17 28.5 19

Kalyan Vas 31 41 28

Udyuog Nagar 3 8 2

Mandawli IP 70 77 68

Badli 1 1 1

Cumulative Analysis and Interpretation for 2010-2013
Graphical Plot of the above Data

he above data was graphically plotted for all three 
months, namely, April, May and June, with no. of fire Toutbreak incidences along x-axis and name of the fire 

stations along y-axis. The average data 
is plotted over the years 2010-2013, for 
the months in which number of fire 
outbreaks have been highest, namely 
April, May and June. After plotting the 
data we were able to conclude that;

• Fire outbreaks in the month of May 
were almost 40 percent more than 
April and June.

• The highest numbers of calls were 
recorded in the following fire 
stations, namely, Roop Nagar, 
Jahangir Puri Janak Puri, Nehru 
Placee, Rohini Sector-5, Geeta 
C o l o n y ,  K e s h a v  P u r a m ,  
Najafgarh,Cannaught Place and 
Bhikaji Cama.

The conclusions from the plot of 
average data for fire outbreak 
incidences over the years 2010-2013 
were found same as the conclusions of 
the plot for 2013.  Hence the result was 
cross verified.

From the adjacent  plot, the highly risk 
prone areas were selected and re-
plotted in detail to reaffirm the 
categorical division of the areas on the 
basis of number of fire outbreak 
incidences.

The data for the highly prone areas has 
been re-plotted with names of fire 
stations along x axis and number of 
incidences along y axis. From the below 

data plotting, we conclude that;

• Roop Nagar, Janak Puri and Nehru Place fire stations have 
recorded the highest number of fire outbreaks.
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Cumulative Analysis and Interpretation for 2010-2013
Graphical Plot of the above Data

he above data was graphically plotted for all three 
months, namely, April, May and June, with no. of fire Toutbreak incidences along x-axis and name of the fire 

stations along y-axis. The average data 
is plotted over the years 2010-2013, for 
the months in which number of fire 
outbreaks have been highest, namely 
April, May and June. After plotting the 
data we were able to conclude that;

• Fire outbreaks in the month of May 
were almost 40 percent more than 
April and June.

• The highest numbers of calls were 
recorded in the following fire 
stations, namely, Roop Nagar, 
Jahangir Puri Janak Puri, Nehru 
Placee, Rohini Sector-5, Geeta 
C o l o n y ,  K e s h a v  P u r a m ,  
Najafgarh,Cannaught Place and 
Bhikaji Cama.

The conclusions from the plot of 
average data for fire outbreak 
incidences over the years 2010-2013 
were found same as the conclusions of 
the plot for 2013.  Hence the result was 
cross verified.

From the adjacent  plot, the highly risk 
prone areas were selected and re-
plotted in detail to reaffirm the 
categorical division of the areas on the 
basis of number of fire outbreak 
incidences.

The data for the highly prone areas has 
been re-plotted with names of fire 
stations along x axis and number of 
incidences along y axis. From the below 

data plotting, we conclude that;

• Roop Nagar, Janak Puri and Nehru Place fire stations have 
recorded the highest number of fire outbreaks.
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• On the basis of incidences recorded, the above highly 
incidence prone fire stations can be classified as:

Category 1 (No. of incidents more than 160):- In the 
average plot over 2010-2013, no fire station comes under 
this category. However the plot for 2013 showed Roop 
Nagar under this category.

Category 2 (No. of incidents between 140 to 160):- Roop 
Nagar, Janak Puri and Nehru Place. However, for the plot of 
2013, this category also included Jahangir Puri.

Category 3 (No. of incidents between 140 to 100):- Sector-
5Rohini, Bhikaji Cama, Jahangir Puri, Keshav Puram 
Category 4 (No. of incidents reported less than 100):- 
Geeta Colony, Najaf Garh and Cannaught Place.

Hence, from the graphical interpretation, it is observed that 
the above highly risk prone areas need special attention in the 

context that their fire handling capacity needs to be improved. 
Moreover, there is a lot that can be learned from the above 
data. By assessing the above data, we were able to pin point 
the risk prone areas. This study can help us take preventive 
measures from beforehand and be prepared with mitigative 
strategies. Also, by understanding the main factors causing 
these fire outbreaks, we can take steps to control those 
factors. For example, if an area is affected due to shotshort 
circuits and other such electricity oriented issues, or at 
industrial places, mock drills and informative sessions can be 
conducted to help at these places. Moreover, by 
understanding the traffic situations of an area, the area can be 
equipped with a greater number of small mobile fire stations 
at lesser distances. So that in advent of a fire outbreak, the 
nearest mobile van can reach the place as soon as possible 
without getting caught in traffic so that it can prevent the fire 
from becoming serious.

Fire Vulnerability Map

The fire vulnerability map of Delhi was prepared by 
integrating three attribute maps together. These are Fire 
stations, Fire incidences and Jurisdiction zones. Each attribute 
is expressed as a map and then all the attribute maps were 
integrated to make fire vulnerability maps.

Quantitative Comparison of Incidences        

The pie chart shows that most of the areas are moderately 
vulnerable for fire. Number of highly vulnerable areas are 
significantly low. The most vulnerable area is Roop Nagar, 
followed by, Jahangir Puri, Janak Puri and Nehru Place. While 
the moderately vulnerable areas are, Rohini, Geeta Colony, 
Keshav Puram and Najafgarh.  

Delhi Map along with the 
highly incidence prone 
fire stations.  

Fig 7: The highly prone fire areas marked in red on Delhi Map.
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